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he Neural Circuitry Mediating Shifts in Behavioral
esponse and Cognitive Set in Autism

eith M. Shafritz, Gabriel S. Dichter, Grace T. Baranek, and Aysenil Belger

ackground: Recent studies have suggested that the social and cognitive impairments in autism are associated with neural processing
eficits in specific brain regions. However, these studies have primarily focused on neural systems responsible for face processing and social
ehaviors. Although repetitive, stereotyped behaviors are a hallmark of autism, little is known about the neural mechanisms underlying

hese behaviors in the disorder.

ethods: We used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to investigate the neural correlates of shifts in behavioral response and
ognitive set in 18 individuals with high-functioning autism and 15 neurotypical control participants. Participants performed a target
etection task specifically designed to distinguish shifts in response from shifts in cognitive set.

esults: Individuals with autism showed lower accuracy on response shifting trials, independent of whether those trials also required a shift
n cognitive set. Compared with control subjects, participants with autism showed reduced activation in frontal, striatal, and parietal regions
uring these trials. In addition, within the autism group, the severity of restricted, repetitive behaviors was negatively correlated with
ctivation in anterior cingulate and posterior parietal regions.

onclusions: These results suggest that executive deficits and, by extension, repetitive behaviors associated with autism might reflect a
ore dysfunction within the brain’s executive circuitry.
ey Words: Autism, cognitive set, executive function, fMRI

utistic spectrum disorders (ASD) are characterized by
impairments in social interaction, impairments in commu-
nication, restricted and repetitive behaviors, and a char-

cteristic course (1). Recent epidemiological data suggest a more
idespread occurrence than previously indicated, with a preva-

ence up to .6% (2– 4). Symptoms first appear in early childhood
nd persist into adulthood, and long-term outcomes include low
cademic and occupational achievement, with the most severe
ases requiring specialized living situations.

Empirical evidence from neuropsychological studies has led
o the suggestion that an appropriate model for the repetitive
ehaviors often observed in autism is a deficit in executive
unctioning (EF), a collection of mental processes responsible for
lanning, inhibition of prepotent or inappropriate behavioral
esponses, and the execution of appropriate responses (5,6).
ndividuals with autism perform poorly on certain tests of EF,
uch as the Tower of London (TOL), Wisconsin Card Sorting Test
WCST), and extradimensional shifts in the Cambridge Neuro-
sychological Test Automated Battery (CANTAB) (5,7–13). Al-
hough not all studies have found EF deficits in ASD (13–15),
mpairments seem to be most profound and universal in the
omains of cognitive flexibility, set shifting, and inhibition of
repotent responses (5,7,8,16,17). Poor performance on these
easures and related EF tasks has also been observed in

ndividuals with damage to the frontal lobes (18,19) or the basal
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ganglia (20,21), suggesting that these regions are critical for intact
EF abilities.

Functional neuroimaging studies that have investigated the
neural circuitry of EF in nonclinical populations have demon-
strated the importance of frontal–striatal interactions during EF
tasks. Activation in these regions occur during specific aspects of
the WCST (22–24), the Tower of London (TOL) (25,26), and tasks
of inhibitory control, such as the go/no-go and stop tasks (27).
Recent studies designed to isolate the neural systems mediating
specific aspects of EF have shown that certain regions, such as
the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and striatum, seem
intricately involved in some aspects of EF tasks but not others
(28 –30).

Despite neuropsychological evidence of some impairment in
EF abilities in ASD and empirical evidence that certain EF deficits
correlate with restricted and repetitive behaviors (16), little is
known about the brain mechanisms mediating EF deficits in the
disorder. Rather, most neuroimaging studies in autism have
focused on social deficits, despite evidence that social deficits
might be accompanied by EF deficits in this disorder (31–33).
One would expect that because EF has long been associated with
frontal–striatal neural systems, poor EF abilities would be asso-
ciated with hypoactivation in these regions. However, the few
imaging studies that have investigated EF deficits in autism have
yielded conflicting results. Whereas one study found that regions
within frontal cortex normally engaged by motor sequence
learning were not recruited by individuals with autism (34),
another study suggested that brain regions mediating inhibitory
and set shifting behaviors were overactive in ASD individuals
(35). A third study has indicated reduced activity in medial frontal
regions during response inhibition (36). Because EF comprises
several individual processes, these conflicting results might be
due in part to differences in the specific components of EF being
tested within each study. Therefore, a primary goal of the present
study was to further characterize the neural substrates of specific
EF deficits in autism.

The current study used event-related functional magnetic

resonance imaging (fMRI) to investigate the neural circuitry of
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wo dimensions of EF in individuals with high-functioning autism
HFA). We used a target detection task specifically designed to
solate the neural systems mediating shifts of behavioral
esponses and shifts of cognitive sets (28). Participants viewed
equences of geometric shapes and were required to alter
ngoing responses when a predetermined target shape ap-
eared. Non-target distracter shapes that did not require a
hange in behavioral response were interspersed within the
equence of shapes. The shape identified as the target changed
eriodically throughout the study, resulting in two conditions: a
hift in behavioral response associated with the presentation of a
arget, and a shift in the rules governing stimulus-response
ssociations. We hypothesized that because EF deficits are
ommonly observed in autism, HFA participants would perform
oorly on the task compared with control participants. Specifi-
ally, we predicted that HFA participants would be less accurate
han control participants in altering their ongoing response when

target shape was presented. We also predicted that HFA
articipants would show the lowest accuracy on trials requiring
shift in both behavioral response and cognitive set (“target-

hift” trials), because these trials have the highest cognitive
emand. In addition, we predicted that HFA participants would
how reduced activation in frontal, striatal, and parietal regions
elative to control participants for trials requiring a shift in
ehavioral response.

ethods and Materials

ubjects
Eighteen individuals with HFA (16 male, 2 female; mean age

2.3 years, SD � 8.7) and 15 age- and IQ-matched comparison
ubjects (13 male, 2 female; mean age 24.3 years, SD � 6.2) with
o history of psychiatric or neurological disorder participated in
his study. Participants in the autism group were recruited
hrough the North Carolina Neurodevelopmental Disorders Re-
earch Center Subject Registry and the Treatment and Education
f Autistic and Related Communication Handicapped Children
rogram. The DSM-IV diagnoses of autism were based on
linical interviews with the Autism Diagnostic Interview—
evised (ADI-R) (37) and the Autism Diagnostic Observation
chedule (ADOS) (38). The IQ scores were obtained with the
echsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI) (39). The

verage (SD) IQ scores for the autism group were: Verbal �
03.3 (19.3), Performance � 101.1 (16.1), Full-Scale � 102.5
17.6). One HFA participant whose data appear in the final data
nalysis was taking psychotropic medication (Adderall 10 mg/
ay).

Participants in the control group were recruited through
dvertisements in the local community and were screened
hrough detailed interviews to ensure absence of psychiatric,
eurological, or developmental disorders. The average IQ scores for
he control group were: Verbal � 111.2 (17.1), Performance �
09.3 (11.0), Full-Scale � 111.4 (15.1). No statistical differences
ere observed between the two groups for either age or IQ.
wing to excessive motion in the MRI scanner, three participants

n the HFA group and one participant in the control group were
emoved from the final data analysis. The two groups were still
atched for age and IQ after removal of these participants.
All participants (and guardians, if applicable) received a

omplete verbal description of the study and provided written
nformed consent, approved by the University of North Carolina

chool of Medicine Committee on the Protection of the Rights of
Human Subjects and the Duke University Health System’s Insti-
tutional Review Board.

fMRI Task
Participants performed a target detection task (28) during

which geometric shapes (squares, triangles, or circles) were
presented one at a time. Participants were required to classify
each stimulus as a “target” or “non-target” on the basis of its
shape and respond with an appropriate button press. Participants
responded to each shape presented, pressing one button for all
non-targets and an alternate button for targets. Stimuli consisted
of geometric shapes of varying size and color. Frequently (94%)
occurring squares (“standards”) and infrequently occurring cir-
cles (3%) and triangles (3%) were presented centrally against a
white background for 500 msec, with a stimulus onset asyn-
chrony of 1500 msec. The task was presented using CIGAL
software (40) as an event-related design, with 5 target and 5
non-target novel stimuli embedded within 154 standard stimuli in
each imaging run (11 runs total). Each event (presentation of a
target or non-target novel stimulus) was separated by a minimum
of nine standard stimuli (i.e., 15 sec) to adequately observe the
hemodynamic response for each event and to ensure that
event-related responses did not overlap.

An instruction screen was presented (5 sec) at the beginning
of each run, designating either circles (“Targets � �”) or
triangles (“Targets � ‘”) as the target stimulus for that run. The
stimulus designated as the target changed after every two runs,
resulting in runs in which the target shape changed at the onset
of the run (“shift runs”) or was maintained from the previous run
(“maintain runs”). Participants were instructed to respond to
every stimulus presented and to press one button for all non-
target stimuli (including standards) and an alternate button for
target stimuli (Figure 1). In this manner, motor activity related to
making a button-press response was incorporated into the
baseline activation for our task (see the following functional
image analysis).

Periodically altering the target stimulus produced two discern-
ible types of target trials. Targets occurring during maintain runs
required a shift in behavioral response only (behavioral response
shifts), whereas those occurring during shift runs required shifts
in both behavioral response and the cognitive mapping of
stimulus-response associations (cognitive set shifts). Therefore,

Figure 1. Design of the functional magnetic resonance imaging task. Partic-
ipants viewed geometric shapes (squares, circles, or triangles) and were
required to determine whether the presented shape was a predetermined
target stimulus. The shape (circle or triangle) designated as the target
changed after every two runs. Participants pressed one button for all non-
target stimuli and another button for all target stimuli. The task was pre-

sented in 11 runs and the first 6 runs are shown in Figure 1.

www.sobp.org/journal
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he task distinguished between behavioral response shifting
altering the ongoing button press response when a target
timulus occurred) and cognitive set shifting (remapping the
arget stimulus during shift runs). Imaging session parameters
an be found in Supplement 1.

unctional Image Analysis
Before statistical analysis, head motion was analyzed by

enter of mass measurements in three orthogonal planes. Imag-
ng sessions with motion � 1 voxel in any of the three dimen-
ions resulted in rejection due to motion artifact. With these
riteria, data from three HFA participants and one control
articipant were removed from further analysis.

Images were then temporally realigned, motion corrected,
ormalized, and Gaussian-filtered (full-width at half-maximum �
.0 mm) with the SPM99 program (Wellcome Department of
ognitive Neurology, London). With in-house software, individ-
al subject t-maps were generated for each stimulus type (tar-
ets, novels, targets-shift, targets-maintain, novels-shift, novels-
aintain) by identifying voxels whose average activity correlated
ith an empirically derived hemodynamic response template

rom a nonclinical population (41). For the purposes of individ-
al subject t-map creation, the five images preceding each event
presentation of a triangle or circle) served as the baseline for
ach event’s hemodynamic response. This baseline controlled
or neural activity associated with simple button-press responses
ccompanying the presentation of the standard squares. Image
ime segments from similar events (i.e., targets or non-target
ovels) were then averaged, and for each stimulus type, the
ean of the five pre-event images was subtracted from each of

he 15 images comprising the averaged segment to generate
aseline-adjusted images. The resulting maps from all partici-
ants in the HFA group and all participants in the control group
ere averaged and these group-averaged t-maps were displayed
n group composite anatomical images with a statistical thresh-
ld of p � .001, adjusted for multiple comparisons with a
luster-filter of 10 contiguous pixels (42).

To directly compare activations between the two diagnostic
roups, between-group contrast maps were created with a
andom-effects model. For each task component, a t test com-
ared activation at each voxel between the diagnostic groups.
he resulting maps from each comparison were displayed on a
omposite anatomical image with a statistical threshold of p �
001, cluster-filtered to 10 contiguous pixels.

Finally, because EF deficits might correlate with restricted and
epetitive behaviors in autism (16), an exploratory region of
nterest (ROI) analysis examined the relationship between blood
xygen level dependent (BOLD) signal change to target stimuli
nd the severity of restricted, repetitive behaviors (RRB) for the
FA participants. Regions were selected on the basis of imaging

esults from a previous study using this task (28) and consisted of
he DLPFC (Brodmann area [BA] 9 and 46), ventrolateral prefron-
al cortex (VLPFC), the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC; BA 24 and
2), the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) within posterior parietal cortex
PPC), and the basal ganglia (BG). Functional ROIs were demar-
ated on the basis of the results of the whole-brain voxelwise
nalysis described earlier. The average percent signal change
rom baseline in each of these regions for each stimulus type was
orrelated with individual algorithm scores for the Restricted,
epetitive, and Stereotyped Patterns of Behaviour Domain (RRB)
f the ADI-R. A similar analytical technique correlated BOLD

ignal change in each ROI with task performance.

ww.sobp.org/journal
Results

Behavioral Performance
Accuracy (percent correct) and reaction time (RT) data are

shown in Figure 2. Statistical analyses of RT data were performed
only on correct trials in order to limit the effect of simple
RT/accuracy trade-offs. Two separate Group � Trial Type anal-
yses of variance (ANOVAs), one for accuracy and one for
reaction time, compared performance for target, novel, and
standard trials among the HFA and control groups. Performance
differences were found between the trial types, consistent with
previous findings using this task with a group of typically
developing individuals (28). For accuracy, there was a main
effect for Trial Type [F (2,54) � 94.09, p � .001], a main effect for
Group [F (1,27) � 8.88, p � .01], and a Group � Trial Type
interaction [F (2,54) � 4.82, p � .05]. For RT, there was a main
effect for Trial Type [F (2,54 � 105.71, p � .001] and a Group �
Trial Type interaction [F (2,54) � 4.01, p � .05] but no significant
main effect for Group [F (1,27) � 1.11, p � ns].

To further examine the effects of trial type within each group,
separate within-group ANOVAs compared performance for tar-

Figure 2. Performance data for the functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) task. Accuracy and reaction time data were collected during the fMRI
sessions for all trial types. Data are sorted by clinical group and then by trial
type. All target, novel, and standard trials are shown first, followed by target
trials divided into shift and maintain runs, then novel trials divided into shift
and maintain runs. *High-functioning autism (HFA) participants performed
more poorly than control subjects on target trials, as indicated by lower
accuracy for all targets, targets-shift, and targets-maintain.
get, novel, and standard trials in the HFA and control groups.
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oth HFA and control participants showed accuracy differences
etween the task conditions [F (2,28) � 53.90, p � .001 for HFA
roup; F (2,26) � 44.42, p � .001 for control group] as well as
eaction time differences [F (2,28) � 48.39, p � .001 for HFA
roup; F (2,26) � 76.66, p � .001 for control group]. Post hoc
aired samples t tests then revealed that for both HFA and
ontrol participants, accuracy was lower and RT was longer for
arget trials compared with both novel trials and standard trials
p � .001 for all comparisons). In addition, lower accuracy and
onger RTs were observed for novel trials compared with stan-
ard trials (p � .05 for all comparisons). For both HFA and
ontrol participants, no significant differences in accuracy or RT
ere observed when comparing target and novel trials during

hift runs with those trials during maintain runs.
Next, t tests compared performance between the HFA and

ontrol participants for each task condition. For target trials, the
FA group showed lower accuracy compared with the control
roup [t (27) � 2.68, p � .05] but no differences in RT. Dividing
arget trials into target-shift and target-maintain trials, HFA par-
icipants showed lower accuracy for both target-shift [t (27) �
.62, p � .05] and target-maintain [t (27) � 2.37, p � .05] trials,
elative to control participants. No between-group performance
ifferences were observed for either novel or standard trials.

maging Data
For control participants, within-group average activations in

esponse to target and novel trials showed that target trials
ngaged the DLFPC (BA 9 and 46), premotor cortex (PMC; BA 6),
portion of ACC (BA 24 and 32), PPC in the IPS, thalamus, BG,
nd cerebellum, but novel trials did not strongly recruit these
egions (Figure 3A). In addition, the VLPFC and anterior insular
ortex were recruited by both target and novel trials, but the
egree and extent of activation were greater for target than for
ovel trials. For HFA participants, the same analysis showed that
he regions activated by control participants were either not
ignificantly recruited or seemed to be equally engaged for target

igure 3. Group averaged brain activation maps for target (red/yellow) and
ovel (blue) trials in the control group (A) and high-functioning autism
roup (B). Regions with significant activation overlap for both trial types are
hown in green. Areas in red correspond to p � .001. Areas in yellow and
reen correspond to p � .0001. Functional imaging data are displayed on

he group composite anatomical image. The coordinate listed above each
mage corresponds to the in-plane Talairach coordinate (in mm) for that
mage. IPS, intraparietal sulcus; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; ACC,
nterior cingulate cortex; PMC, premotor cortex; BG, basal ganglia; VLPFC,

entrolateral prefrontal cortex.
trials and novel trials, with the exception of VLPFC/anterior
insula (Figure 3B).

Comparing activation for target trials between the diagnostic
groups revealed that the control group activated the DLPFC, IPS,
and BG to a greater degree than did the HFA group (Figure 4).
When target trials were divided into target-shift and target-
maintain trials and activations were compared between the two
diagnostic groups, a similar pattern was observed (Figure 5). For
target-shift trials, the control group recruited the DLPFC, ACC,
IPS, and BG to a greater degree than did the HFA group (Figure
5A). For target-maintain trials, the control group activated the
DLPFC, PMC, IPS, and BG to a greater degree than did the HFA
group (Figure 5B). Table 1 lists Talairach coordinates for these
activation differences. Novel trials did not elicit significant be-
tween-group activation differences, except for a small region in
the left insular cortex (Talairach coordinates for center of activa-
tion: x � �40, y � �11, z � �18). In addition, there were no
regions in which the HFA group showed greater activation than
the comparison group for any of the task components.

Correlation Between Imaging and Clinical Data
Analyses of relations between BOLD activation and RRB

scores revealed significant negative correlations between ADI-R

Figure 4. Group contrast maps depicting brain regions in which target trials
elicited greater activation in control participants relative to high-function-
ing autism participants (p � .001). Functional imaging data are displayed on
the group composite anatomical image. The coordinate listed above each
image corresponds to the in-plane Talairach coordinate (in mm) for that
image. Abbreviations as in Figure 3.

Figure 5. Group contrast maps depicting regions of greater activation for
control participants relative to high-functioning autism participants (p �
.001) for targets during shift runs (A) and targets during maintain runs (B).

Abbreviations as in Figure 3.

www.sobp.org/journal
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RB scores and activation to target stimuli in ACC (r � �.55, p �
05) and left IPS (r � �.66, p � .01), indicating that subjects with
igher ADI-R RRB scores showed the smallest BOLD responses
o target events in these regions (Figure 6). No other correlations
ere found to be significant. In addition, BOLD activation to

arget stimuli was not significantly correlated with response
ccuracy for target stimuli.

iscussion

Individuals with HFA failed to recruit neural circuitry typically
ngaged during the performance of an EF task designed to
ifferentiate shifts in behavioral response from shifts in cognitive
et. Specifically, we found that during response shift trials,
ontrol participants recruited a neural system comprising the
LPFC, ACC, premotor cortex, IPS, BG, thalamus, cerebellum,
nd VLPFC/anterior insula. Task-related activation in the autism
roup, however, was limited to the VLPFC (Figure 3). Direct
tatistical comparison of BOLD activation between control and
FA participants showed greater activation to target trials for the
ontrol group in DLPFC, BG, and IPS (Figure 4). This pattern of
educed activation in the autism group in frontal, striatal, and
arietal regions was observed when target stimuli were subdi-
ided into target-shift and target-maintain trials (Figure 5), indi-
ating that these functional deficits occurred for all trials requir-
ng a response shift and not only during runs requiring a shift in
ognitive set. Performance data indicated that HFA participants
ere less accurate than control participants in responding to

arget trials. Although performance on the task differed between
roups, task performance was not correlated with brain activa-
ion in any a priori ROI. Therefore, these activation differences

able 1. Regions of Activation Differences Between the High-Functioning
utism and Control Groups

ocation of Peak Activation
Broadman’s

Area
Cluster

Size

Talairach
Coordinates

x y z

ll Target Trials
Dorsolateral prefrontal

cortex
9, 46 118 49 18 29

Intraparietal sulcus 7, 40 57 �30 �50 42
Basal ganglia NA 120 �19 10 3
Insula NA 116 �41 �11 13
Cerebellum NA 22 �19 �51 �15

arget-Shift Trials
Dorsolateral prefrontal

cortex
9, 46 34 �38 29 30

Anterior cingulate cortex 32 43 �3 30 26
Intraparietal sulcus 40 64 �36 �48 44
Basal ganglia NA 117 �23 12 �1
Insula NA 43 �40 �12 12

arget-Maintain Trials
Dorsolateral prefrontal

cortex
9, 46 155 47 21 26

Premotor cortex 6 97 42 4 49
Intraparietal sulcus 7, 40 213 �38 �42 49
Basal ganglia NA 295 �21 9 3
Insula NA 201 �38 �13 10

The threshold for significant activation was p � .001 (uncorrected), with
cluster-filter of 10 contiguous pixels. Cluster sizes are uninterpolated val-
es, with the extent of activation relating to functional voxels, not anatom-

cal voxels.
annot be accounted for solely by performance differences;

ww.sobp.org/journal
rather, the differences likely reflect neural dysfunction in HFA.
We suggest that the reduced activation among HFA participants
signifies a global neural processing deficit related to the disorder
and might indicate an ineffective neural strategy for altering
ongoing behavioral responses.

The current findings are important, given the empirical evi-
dence suggesting that cognitive flexibility and other EF deficits
are apparent in autism (5,43) and that some EF deficits might be
more severe in autism than in other childhood disorders (7).
These findings complement and extend recent imaging studies of
the neural substrates of EF deficits in autism, such as reports of
reduced PFC activation during motor sequence learning (34),
auditory target detection (44), and response inhibition (36). The
task used in the current study isolated two components of EF
often measured through the WCST (i.e., the shifting of behavioral
responses and cognitive sets) (28). Because the WCST is com-
plicated by its vague instructions and complex design, we sought
to simplify the behaviors associated with this task and make it
easier for participants to understand the task instructions. De-
spite the simplification, our task measures at least three proper-
ties of EF and cognitive flexibility tested in the WCST, specifically
the maintenance of a stimulus-response rule, the alteration of
ongoing prepotent responses, and the periodic shifting of stim-
ulus-response rules. Therefore, our findings are consistent with
current views of executive dysfunction in autism as driven
primarily by deficits in cognitive flexibility (17) and the ability to
inhibit prepotent ongoing responses (5).

An intriguing finding in the current study was that activation
to target stimuli within ACC and IPS declined as a function of RRB
severity as measured by the ADI-R (Figure 6). This negative
relationship between RRB scores and BOLD activation in brain
regions associated with executive and attentional processes
(45–47) might indicate that repetitive behaviors in autism are
driven, at least in part, by more general deficits in attention,
target detection, and response preparation (48). Because the
correlation results were part of an exploratory analysis, they
should be considered preliminary; further investigation into the
possible relations between neural activation during cognitive tasks
and RRB severity in autism is necessary to draw more definitive
conclusions. Despite their preliminary nature, these findings, to-
gether with the hypoactivation observed in the autism group, fit

Figure 6. Correlations between Autism Diagnostic Interview—Revised
(ADI-R) Restricted, Repetitive, and Stereotyped Patterns of Behavior Domain
and blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) percent signal change to target
stimuli in ACC (red diamond) and left IPS (black square) at the peak of the
BOLD response (6 sec) for high-functioning autism subjects. Other abbrevi-

ations as in Figure 3.
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ell within models suggesting that the restricted and repetitive
ehaviors commonly observed in autism might be related to
eficits in certain domains of EF, such as cognitive flexibility and
esponse inhibition (6,16).

The results of the current study indicate that deficits in
ognitive flexibility observed in the HFA group were limited to
hifts of behavioral response, with cognitive set shifting ability
naffected by the disorder, at least when instructions to shift
ognitive set are overt. We predicted that HFA participants would
ave the greatest difficulty with target-shift trials, because these
rials require shifts in both behavioral response and cognitive set.
o successfully respond to these trials, participants were re-
uired to alter the stimulus-response associations governing the
revious run. For example, if the previous run required shifting
esponses for triangles but not for circles, the participant must
ow shift responses for circles and continue responding nor-
ally for triangles. Therefore, during shift runs, participants were

equired to generate shifts in responses for target stimuli in
ddition to creating shifts in cognitive set. Because there were no
erformance differences between the target-shift and target-
aintain trials for HFA participants, we suggest that HFA indi-

iduals demonstrate an intact ability to shift cognitive set when
he cognitive shift rule is overtly displayed.

Performance data for non-target novel trials provide corrob-
rating evidence for an intact cognitive set shifting ability during
ur task in HFA individuals. These data indicated that accuracy
or novel trials within the HFA group was not significantly
ifferent from the control group, even for novel trials during shift
uns. If overt cognitive shifts were affected in autism, we would
ave observed poor performance in the HFA group during
ovel-shift trials in addition to target-shift trials. Although HFA
ndividuals might be prone to fall into repetitive behavior
atterns and thus would be expected to have the greatest
ifficulty with target-shift and novel-shift trials, this behavioral
attern was not observed in our data. Therefore, we conclude
hat the participants with autism did not have difficulty under-
tanding that the shape previously identified as the target was
ow a non-target novel stimulus.

Our findings of reduced activation in multiple brain regions
uring set shifting are consistent with at least three other reports
f hypoactivation in frontal regions during EF-related tasks
34,36,44). However, Schmitz et al. (35) reported significantly
ncreased brain activation in multiple areas during a motor
nhibition task, a cognitive interference task, and a set shifting
ask. Most relevant in the present context is the hyperactivation
n the HFA group in response to set shifting reported by this
esearch group. It should be noted that the set shifting task
mployed by this group required a shift of both behavioral
esponse and cognitive set on all switch trials, whereas the
urrent paradigm differentiated behavioral and cognitive set
hifting. Nonetheless, even on trials requiring both behavioral
nd cognitive set shifts, we observed hypo- rather than hyper-
ctivation in the HFA group. Moreover, our current finding of
elective set shifting deficits in autism might explain why these
ehaviors seemed to be preserved in HFA individuals, as re-
orted by the other research group (35). Further imaging studies
sing paradigms that tap specific components of EF (e.g., by
solating the inhibition of prepotent responses from the execu-
ion of appropriate responses) are necessary to shed light on
hese contradictory findings.

In summary, our findings demonstrate neural hypoactivation
uring an EF task in HFA. Differences in brain activation between

FA and control participants were apparent both for between-
task and for between-group comparisons. The most striking
differences included an overall hypoactivation to target stimuli;
lack of target-novel activation differences; and reduced activation
in frontal, striatal, and parietal regions during target trials in the
autism group. A limitation of the current study is the inclusion of
only individuals with HFA, owing to the task demands and the
confining nature of a functional imaging study. This restriction
might limit the generalizability of our findings to individuals with
more severe symptoms. In addition, the resulting restricted range
of symptom severity might have limited our ability to detect
correlations between BOLD activation, RRB scores, and task
performance.

A second limitation pertains to the method for fMRI data
analysis. We included all trials in the data analysis, regardless of
whether those trials were correct or incorrect. Excluding incor-
rect trials from our analysis would have led to insufficient power
to detect accurate BOLD signal changes, particularly for the HFA
group. We acknowledge, however, that our results might have
been influenced by including all trials in the analysis. Specifi-
cally, reduced neural activity both in frontal and in striatal
regions in the HFA group could reflect reduced response inhibi-
tion related activity or reduced error related activity. Future
studies should attempt to clarify this issue. Despite these limita-
tions, our findings are consistent with current models of execu-
tive dysfunction in autism and provide novel insights into the
putative neural mechanisms underlying EF deficits and stereo-
typed, repetitive behaviors often observed in the disorder.
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